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Many Stories of DRL
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Motivation of Our Method

But how to coordinate more agents?

Cognitive Consistency

Neighborhood Cognitive Consistency (NCC)



Motivation of Our Method
• Cognitive Consistency

– In psychology, Cognitive Consistency Theory shows that people 
usually seek to perceive the environment in a consistent way.

– This also applies to multi-agent systems: agents that maintain 
consistent cognitions about their environments are crucial for 
achieving effective cooperation. 

– In contrast, it is hard to imagine that agents without consensus 
on their situated environments can cooperate well.

• Neighborhood Cognitive Consistency (NCC)
– The fact that agents only interact directly with their neighbors 

with local perception indicates that maintaining NCC is usually 
sufficient to guarantee system-level cooperation.

We apply NCC to MARL to guarantee 
good agent cooperation. 

(without disturbing by neighborhood formation)
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Key Definition
• Neighborhood

– The neighboring agents linked with agent 𝑖 are 
represented as 𝑁(𝑖), and each agent 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁(𝑖) is 
within the neighborhood of agent 𝑖.

• Cognition
– We define cognition of an agent as its understanding 

of the local environment. 
– It includes the observations of all agents in its 

neighborhood, as well as the high-level knowledge 
extracted from these observations (e.g., learned 
through deep neural networks).

• Neighborhood Cognitive Consistency
– We define NCC as that the neighboring agents have 

formed similar cognitions about their neighborhood.
– The similarity can be measured, e.g., by the similar 

distribution of cognition variables.

neighborhood

radio frequency
bandwidth
the rate of package loss
the number of band
the current number of users
download bytes in ten seconds
the upload coordinate speed (Mbps)
the download coordinate speed
Latency
etc.

observation à cognition

define MAS as graph



Overall Design of NCC-Q

Parameter Sharing 
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personalized and coordinated policies

But how to 
guarantee NCC

Suppose every neighborhood has a
true hidden cognitive variable 𝐶.

Every agent in the neighborhood tries
to generate its own cognitive variable
A𝐶 by variational inference such that A𝐶
is consistent with 𝐶.

When:
,𝐶. and 𝐶 are consistent &
,𝐶( and 𝐶 are consistent,
Then:
,𝐶. and ,𝐶( will be consistent.

𝑪



Guarantee of NCC

In small-scale settings where there is only one neighborhood, 
DEC-POMDP can be viewed as a special case of NCC-MARL.
In large-scale settings, decomposing S into individual cognitive 
variables for each neighborhood is more in line with the reality.



Guarantee of NCC

Assumption 2 can be formulated as a variational inference problem:

Directly computing Equation (7) is quite difficult, so we approximate 𝑝(𝐶|𝑜.)
with 𝑞(𝐶|𝑜.) by minimizing KL-Divergence between them:

(8)



(8)

Guarantee of NCC

The reconstruction likelihood makes sure that 
the learned A𝐶 is a kind of cognition indeed, as 
it can recover the observation.

The KL-term ensures that the 
learned cognition distribution 
q( A𝐶|𝑜.) is similar to the true
prior cognition distribution p(𝐶).



Training Method



NCC-AC for Continuous Action
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Environments

The natural topology between agents can be used to form neighborhoods, so we can 
evaluate our methods without disturbing by neighborhood formation.



Baselines
• Discrete Action

– VDN
– QMIX
– Independent DQN (IDQN)
– DGN

• Continuous Action
– MADDPG
– ATT-MADDPG

NCC-Q

NCC-AC



Results
• Better performance
• Lower variance and more stable



Results
• Better performance
• Better scalability 



Ablation Study
• Discrete Action

– Graph-Q (w/o any CC)
– GCC-Q (w/ Global CC)

• Continuous Action
– Graph-AC (w/o any CC)
– GCC-AC (w/ Global CC)

NCC-Q

NCC-AC



Results
• Approaches with NCC work well in all scenarios.
• Methods with GCC or without any CC can only 

achieve good results in specific tasks.



Further Analysis
In low-difficulty scenario, the proposed “CD-loss” 
plays a critical role to accelerate the formation of 
cognitive consistency and thus better cooperation.

In high-difficulty scenario, the proposed “CD-
loss” has the ability to guarantee the formation of 
cognitive consistency and thus better cooperation.

There is usually a close relationship 
(e.g., positive correlation) between 

agent cooperation and agent 
cognitive consistency.
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@methods
• Inspired by both social psychology and real experiences, 

this paper introduces two novel neighborhood cognition 
consistent reinforcement learning methods, NCC-Q and 
NCC-AC, to facilitate large-scale agent cooperation. 

• Our methods assume a hidden cognitive variable in each 
neighborhood, then infer this hidden cognitive variable 
by variational inference. As a result, all neighboring 
agents will eventually form consistent neighborhood 
cognitions and achieve good cooperation.



@experiments
• We evaluate our methods on three tasks developed 

based on eight real-world scenarios.

• Extensive results show that they not only outperform the 
state-of-the-art methods by a clear margin, but also 
achieve good scalability in routing tasks. 

• Moreover, ablation studies and further analyses are 
provided for better understanding of our methods.



Thanks for Listening!

Question?




